Modernism can be as short-sighted as medievalism—Dr. Ralph W. Sockman

The Bates Student.
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WAR DEBTS TOPIC OF DEBATES AGAINST WILLIAMS SAT. NIGHT AND BROWN HERE TUESDAY

Debate Begins Second Series Of Eastern League—Brown Here Tuesday To Discuss

BATES AND BOSTON COLLEGE TO MEET IN RADIO DEBATE

Radio broadcast at 7:30 on Thursday will present the arguments for and against the resolution that the war debt should be canceled. Another team will present the same arguments in the debate with Brown University, which will be heard over the network next Tuesday.

NEW COUNCIL RULE WOULD LIMIT CANDIDATES FOR PRES.

Chances To Be Proposed In Assembly Soon Include Alliance Meetings, Second In Discretion Of President

PARKER WINNER, OFF-CAMPUS 2ND, IN INTRAMARALS

Gay '38 High Point Man With Two Firsts

All events in track meet at Crosson Field Wednesday saw Bates' 2nd-year student, Walter (Parker) Winner, take two firsts.

WOMEN'S STUDENT GOVERNMENT SAYS THEY MUST BE INVITED INTO UNION CONSTRUCTION

Women's Student Government said Monday it was being organized for the fall term. It will meet next Monday and Tuesday.

MUSIC FEATURE OF ALL-COLLEGE SKATE

Despite the cold weather, the all-college skate at Chase will open Monday at 7 p.m. and continue until 10 p.m. Enjoy the weather while you can, for next Monday will be the last night of the season at Chase.

SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT OPENS TO-MORROW NIGHT AT 7.30 IN CARNEGIE AND HEDLAB

Students, Townspeople Invited To Attend—To Show Movie Comedy Dealing With Chemistry

All Trackmen To Take Part In Univ. Club Meet

Majority Of Team Has Not Yet Seen Any Competition

FOUNDED IN 1873

FRESHMEN MEET

HEBRON TO-NIGHT

PRICE TEN CENTS
The easy opinion of the college youth, who think that the present depression will end, is that things are not as bad as they appear; that their dearest hopes and associates are not disappointed; and that the nation’s industries will be restored and new ones will be created. These are the sentiments of the majority of students, and it is well that they should be encouraged to think thus. The depression is a serious matter, but it should not be allowed to paralyze the energies of the nation.

The vital spot of the depression will not have been reached through the solution of friction. The depression is the result of the late war, and the present situation is the direct result of selfishness on such a colossal scale that it has been impossible to solve the problem. The depression is not a temporary condition, but is a permanent one, and it is necessary to look at the matter in its true perspective.

The depression is a more important cause of it all. It is a more important cause of the depression than any other cause. It is a more important cause of the depression than the late war, and it is a more important cause of the depression than any other cause. It is a more important cause of the depression than any other cause.
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SEAMON TO DELIVER KEYNOTE SPEECH AT MODEL CONFERENCE

Student Delegations To Leave For Leading World Nations—To Provide Present Economic Problems To Be Discussed by the U.S. and England in London; Also at Colby College

BRYAN DEPLORES DIPLOMATIC TREATMENT

BRYAN DEPLORES DIPLOMATIC TREATMENT

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company
Est. 1873
Leaves. Maine
The latest styles and quality on low prices is what you will find in the T. J. Murphy Company. You are sure to save money in buying the fashions of the season at the T. J. Murphy Company. You will find the latest styles and quality on low prices. You are sure to save money in buying the fashions of the season at the T. J. Murphy Company.

Tobacco to smoke right

has to be a different kind of tobacco from that used in cigarettes— and it has to be made by an entirely different process

OUT in Kentucky, where they have pretty women, fast horses, and blue grass, there grows a tobacco called White Burley. It doesn't grow anywhere else in the world.

There is a type of this White Burley that is best suited for pipe smoking. It is neither too thick nor too thin. It is not light and chaffy at the same time, it is not rank or strong. "U. S. Type 31" is the government classification for White Burley.

Since no other pipe tobacco has yet been found which seems to equal White Burley, this is what we use in making Granger Rough Cut.

Next, we use the Wellman Method, a famous 1870 method of making pipe tobacco, to give Granger its fine flavor and fragrance. Then, too, Granger is "Rough Cut"—just like they used to call it in the oldENP.
SPORTS SHORTS:—The snowstorm in Maine has not yet halted the winter sports, in fact, better. Roth of them I mention here, but the Rates relay team's victory over the clones team, even. With Ross, these new hockey players, Rancourt and the others, are working hard to bring the spirit of the old national game to this section of the country. I heard Martindale golf pro, the other night, talking about baseball. I noticed Adams, who holds the Maine State high-school record of 48.4. He is a great competitor and has a splendid build for a sprinting type. A slight shoulder injury held him back this season, but a good start to the indoor track may bring him back to form.

DOUGHERTY'S

180 Lisbon Street

Bates Will Split Profits of Net Tourney in March

Plans For This Year May Change Mentor Of Team Selection

Bates College will pick the Intercollegiate, novice, and moderate between a $500 and $1,000 tourney this spring. This means no revenue at all. The College Committee assisted by the Committee on Athletics will handle the tourney this year and will look for results. Lightweight, according to those who have seen him, and he will be back to his best form. The tourney is a challenge to the Lightweight Armoury.

It should be understood that the list of the winners of the tourney is limited to the winners of 80 or more, and no coaches' choice. All college teams may play, but there will be eight winners.

EXPLANATION:

The motion of the tourney to conduct the tourney itself, on the intercollegiate, novice, and moderate levels, guarantees the return of a club of the tourney, and the tourney tourney. The College Committee will handle the tourney this year and will look for results. Lightweight, according to those who have seen him, and he will be back to his best form. The tourney is a challenge to the Lightweight Armoury.
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